
ABSOLUTE SOLUTIONS 
Radiology Benefit Management 

Radiology Benefit Management is a system set up to better manage the cost and service of 

highly utilized and expensive procedure such as MRI, CT, and PET scans. 

, 

.... 

Why do it? 

Big cost savings and expanded benefits. The savings will be about $500 per referral. 

The covered member will have $0 out of pocket expenses. All our bills are global 

meaning that they cover the technical (use of the MRI machine) and professional fee 

(radiologist fee). 

How do we know that the provider claims will be paid? 

The Fund will pay the provider bills directly to the provider. We will provide you with 

an EOR stating what our contract rate is with the center. Total Transparency. Absolute 

Solutions will bill the Fund monthly for our fees. (Please see attachment to explain 

how we are paid by you). 

Besides paying Absolute Solutions the monthly fees, are there any other costs Like 

PMPM or percentage of savings? 

No. There are no other fees. 

What will be the member experience be with Absolute Solutions? 

All members will be issued a benefit card supplied by Absolute Solutions along with 

periodic mailings to remind them of the new program. The member will experience 

beginning to end concierge service from a dedicated professional. The members will 

be scheduled in one of our 100+ centers in Illinois and 3,600 nationwide. We make the 

appointment convenient for the member, secure the Rx, give directions if necessary, 

send reminder text the night before the scan, secure medical report for physician, and 

guarantee quality. Coming soon an Absolute Solutions App to help schedule, inform 

and educate the covered member and their families. 

Seems Like a no-brainer, is it? 

We have this as an everyone wins scenario. The Fund saves $500 per referral, the 

members has $0 out of pocket. provider sees increase in business, guarantee of 

quality, and ultimately healthier members . 




